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Abstract 

As described in the DoW, this deliverable provides the dissemination material such as book, demos, 
etc developed by the SMART-ACTION project. 

All research results and visions as discussed within the IERC have to be promoted with a set of 
efficient materials presenting the challenges but also the short-term interest. In the first period we 
have develop a set of key dissemination material such as  

• Research results and look forward vision (see the IERC cluster book) 
• Key “portable” demonstrations on selected cases 
• Road show to present the IoT short, mid an long term  
• Communication kit (web, stand, pop-up stand, flyers..) 

We have also show reality of projects potential with demos, hackathon and success stories book. 

We also start to engage dialogues with stakeholders at European and international level with one 
workshop in January 2014 and 5 other ones planned and already heavily prepared in period 1 to be 
carried out in period 2. 

While the first period was focusing on developing the material and engaging the market 
stakeholders, the second period will take benefit of all the dissemination actions to bring market 
feedbacks to the important SMART-ACTION deliverables such as the international roadmap. 
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Disclaimer 

All SMART-ACTION consortium parties have agreed to full publication of this document.  

Neither the SMART-ACTION consortium as a whole, nor a certain part of the SMART-ACTION 
consortium, warrant that the information contained in this document is capable of use, nor that use 
of the information is free from risk, accepting no liability for loss or damage suffered by any person 
using this information. 

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for 
research, technological development and demonstration under grant agreement n° 609024 

 

Copyright notice 

 2014 Participants in project SMART-ACTION 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) License. 
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode 
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1 Introduction 
As identified in the DoW, all research results and visions as discussed within the IERC will be 
promoted with a set of efficient materials presenting the challenges but also the short term interest. 
The dissemination materials we have identified are: 

• Research results and look forward vision 
• Key “portable” demonstrations on selected cases 
• Road show to present the IoT short, mid an long term  
• Dynamic web site 2.0 
• Communication kit ( stand, pop-up stand, flyers..) 

This deliverable provides the dissemination material such as book, demos, etc 

2 Dissemination plan. 
As mentioned in the DoW, the European research community is well organised with the cluster 
“IERC” and therefore the dissemination is fully relying and synchronised with IERC.  

The dissemination activities should have the following objectives: 

• Promote the IERC portfolio of projects, their research results and their applications and 
show real  advance through demo(s) 

• Extend the discussion to nanotechnologies, biotechnologies and cognitive sciences 
• Support the international cooperation and engaged stakeholders 
• Support the market take-up of research results, stimulate cooperation, 
• Support dialogue with SMEs 
• Support development of ecosystems 
• Support innovation in particular in using open platforms 
• Prepare large scale deployment  

To reach the objectives, SMART-ACTION must: 

1. increase awareness of IoT potential with  communication material research oriented book, 
market success stories. This is explained in chapter 3 and 4 

2. show reality: ways that make it very visible to that there is more than “words and visions”  
through hackathon and demos (see 3.4 and 3.5) 

3. engage dialogue with stakeholders with workshops ( see 4.6) 
4. bring feedbacks to improve findings and roadmaps. This is more for the 2nd period 
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3  Dissemination material 
Here below you will find detailed information on the material developed by the project. 

3.1 Website 
We developed a website providing update information and focussing on the several objectives of the 
SMART-ACTION project which are : 

 support IERC and international roadmapping  
 support international engagement and cooperation 
 Support policy dialogues 
 Support discussion and engagement with 3 areas: nano, bio and cognitive  

All detailed views can be found at www.smart-action.eu 

 

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the SMART-ACTION website landing page 
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3.2 Communication kit 
Here below you will find a list of communication material developed. 

3.2.1 Fact sheet 
We developed the project fact sheet to give a project overview on a 2 pages document. 

 

Figure 2: First page of the SMART-ACTION fact sheet 

3.2.2 Roll-ups 
As typical efficient material we develop a roll-up poster (2m high) to give a quick overview of the 
project. As IERC is our companion “activity” with also a structured web-site. we developed a 
combined and synchronised communication with IERC and SMART-ACTION having the same 
look&feel while IERC is focussing on animating research and project portfolio, SMART-ACTION is 
complementing IERC actions with : 

1. Policy dialogues  
2. International cooperation 
3. Adding 3 external areas: nano, bio, cognitive 

See Figure 3 for the look and feel of the two combined roll-ups. 
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Figure 3: SMART-ACTION and IERC roll-ups 
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3.2.3 Stand and totem 
To have a stronger presence at key events such as IoT week (e.g., London June 2014, Copenhagen 
2015) we developed a light portable stand and a dynamic 3D totem as shown below. 

 

Figure 4: View of the stand and the totem 

 

Figure 5: Stand as presented at IoTweek, June london 
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3.2.4 Flyers 
We use our graphical chart to develop a family of communication products such as simple flyers 
which can fit easily into pockets. 

 

 

Figure 6: SMART-ACTION flyer 
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Figure 7: IERC flyer 

3.2.5 USB card 
To give more detailed information, it is less popular and demanded to print out document on paper. 
Therefore we produced an USB cards we can use to hand-out important pieces of important on 
event per event basis. 

We used them first for IoT week London including an electronic version of the Strategic Research 
Agenda and first series of Success stories book (see section 4.7). We distributed about 70 cards. 
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We intend to put more information on the USB cards as soon as available. As a nice product , people 
will use this card and that will keep good communication to remember IERC and SMART-ACTION. 

 

 

Figure 8: SMART-ACTION USB cards 

 

3.2.6 Posters 
We adapt the communication chart into nice posters indented to be put in people’s office thus 
increasing communication and awareness. 
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Figure 9: SMART-ACTION poster 
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Figure 10: IERC poster 
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3.3 Road-show presentation 
SMART-ACTION developed powerpoint templates as well as some basic information about IERC and 
IoT research in Europe which can be used to promote IERC and SMART-ACTION to external audience 
and in particular world-wide organisations and European government supported organisations. 

SMART-ACTION made already such presentation in Dublin for the IoT Ireland community and at 
various International occasion (see D4.1.1). 

One key work was to develop a synthetic view of the portfolio of projects (full ppt given on demand). 

 

Figure 11: One synthetic view of the current portfolio of EC projects represented in front their main research domain 

For the 2nd period the presentation can be enriched and complemented by the “collective demo”. 

3.4 Hackathon 
SMART-ACTION also organised a very successful “hackathon” called “IoT Hackfest” during IoT week in 
London as reported by the post satisfaction survey. 

See more at http://iot-week2014.challengepost.com to get all details of the about 10 teams which 
participated. 
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Figure 12: IoT-Hackfest landing webpage 

3.5 Portable and collective demo 

3.5.1 Purpose 
European research projects usually manage their communication on their own, with few 
synchronization between projects and most of the time at the European level. For external viewers, 
not belonging to these research projects, it is difficult to understand the respective contributions 
and innovations of these projects in a particular market. This holds even more true in international 
countries, such as China, which have many difficulties to understand the added value of 
unsynchronized research projects not having any market prototypes. (It is not unusual for Chinese 
universities, due to the poor technological conditions of China’s enterprises, to engage into applied 
RTD, providing product-oriented technologies1. While this situation is surely evolving with rapid rise 
of Chinese economy, research focus still remains on applied R&D2). 

1 “Investigation of Technology Transfer from University to Industry in China: Patterns, Process, Theoretic 
Analysis, and Patent Strategy”, Shuiyuan Tang, ISBN 3867277192, Cuvillier Verlag, 2008 
2 Nature 505, 144–145 (09 January 2014), doi:10.1038/505144a 
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To overcome this situation and increase the market visibility of EU research, the SMART-ACTION 
project is proposing the creation of a joint demonstration kit that could be used in roadshows and 
replicated in a way projects and adopters can easily appropriate it. Some conditions have been 
proposed for that joint demonstration kit: 

1. It should be simple enough to be plug&play: research projects demonstration usually 
involve last minute fine tuning to integrate the latest projects’ developments. In the present 
case, the demonstration would be set-up and run by non-project experts. It will thus require 
a higher degree of stability and will not incorporate the latest progresses. Nevertheless, the 
information on current progresses could be made available in the accompanying 
documentation.  

2. It should be re-usable beyond the project scope: projects demonstrations traditionally 
include contributions from several partners. IPR conditions of these contributions as well as 
planned support from the partners may prevent their re-use by 3rd parties beyond project 
lifetime. Selected building block of the joint demonstration kit should have IPR conditions 
compatible with use by 3rd parties as well as commitment for support and exploitation plan, 
beyond the project. This implies that such support provisioning could be made by 
companies not members of the project consortium but willing to exploit project results 
(classical case is the one of a company spin-off of a project member).  

3. It should highlight the forces of the different projects and not try to re-use all from 
the projects: for their own demonstration, projects often have to implement a whole 
solution for their use case and thus may be reluctant to spend extra effort in understanding 
the contribution from other projects, even if more advanced or mature than their own 
internally known solution. The development of the joint demonstration kit will thus have to 
pay attention to select components bring a real added value. 

Beyond the technical demonstrator, the kit should be accompanied with marketing brochures 
highlighting the added value of the projects’ contributions. In a second step, additional development 
and expansion kits may be proposed. 

This document describes the actions undertaken to create this joint demonstration kit. The kit 
should be available by beginning 2015. 

3.5.2 Contributing projects 
Projects from the IERC cluster have been contacted and invitation extended to other projects during 
the Hackathon organized during the IoT week (London – June 2014). In addition, other parties 
related to the European research expressed their interest to be part of such an initiative.  

See the contributing projects in Annex. 
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3.5.3 Joint demonstration kit description 

3.5.3.1 Addressed technological challenges 

IoT deployment is impeded by 2 key technological challenges: 

• Interoperability3: the interoperability issues mostly lie today at the semantic level as being 
crucial to the development of services spanning across different organizations and vertical 
sectors. Nevertheless, while solutions for technical interoperability exist, it is of interest to 
evaluate the maturity of the proposed platforms. 

• Security and privacy protection: Securing data collection and treatment and providing 
means to protect users’ privacy in a user friendly and trusted way is required to gain users’ 
acceptance of IoT solutions. In particular gathering informed consent in an effective 
(automatic?) manner, avoiding user’s fatigue while maintain trust is requested. 

The joint demonstration intends to showcase contributions from EU research to respond to these 
challenges. It will be achieved in 2 phases, corresponding to 2 versions of the demonstration kit: 

• Version 1 focuses on interoperability demonstration. For that purpose different devices, 
using different protocols will have to be interconnected while having applications 

• Version 2 includes the security and privacy framework.  

3.5.3.2 Proposed use cases 

To illustrate the challenges, 2 use cases are proposed: 

• The first one will propose to share information from heterogeneous wearables and mobile 
devices over social platforms 

• The second one will implement a crowdsourcing solution. A simple collaborative city 
surveillance is proposed 

These 2 challenges will each have 2 subsequent versions, as described in previous paragraph. In 
case a priority should be given, priority would be put first on the wearable and social network use 
case due to its high market potential. The 2 version are planned to be delivered in March and June 
2015 as indicated in section 3.5.4 

Table 1 gives an overview of the 2 versions of both use cases with the connected project 
components. 

3.5.3.3 Proposed contributions 

The proposed scheme (Figure 13) is based on the information collected from project websites. 
Further work will be required to clarify roles of each projects as well as selection of interfaces to be 
used for the connections. The deployment will initially rely on BUTLER, Gambas and OpenIOT. 
Additional contributions from other project such as the FIWARE context broker may reveal to be 
necessary. Usual functionalities such as authentication server are not represented. 

3 “IERC AC4: Service Openness and Inter-operability Issues-Semantic interoperability 2012-2014”, IERC AC4 – 
Semantic Interoperability, October 2013, http://vmusm03.deri.ie/sites/default/files/IERC-AC4-
SemanticInteroperabilityManifesto-V11_131010-Released_0.pdf 
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  Step 1 (Demo kit v1) Version 2 (Demo kit v2) 

U
se

 c
as

e 

Wearables & Social networks 

• Connect several sensors from 
wearables-like devices 

• Share the data over a common 
platform 

• Include actuation capabilities 
(can be simple scheme such as 
getting a blinking led on a 
device). 

• Protect from sensor spoofing 
• Secure access to cloud data 
• Local protection of private data 
• Easy sharing/protection of 

personal data 

Crowdsourcing: city 
collaborative surveillance 

• Upload sensor information and 
user’s pushed data (photos, 
event, etc.)  

• Include multimedia streams 

 

Te
ch

no
lo

gy
 

de
ve

lo
pm

en
ts

 Gateway (BUTLER) • Add semantic annotation 
• Include BLE southbridge 

• Align security framework with 
other elements 

LSM (Open IoT) 
• Add NGSI9/10 interfaces 
• Include multimedia streams 

management 

• Align security framework with 
other elements 

Mobile middleware (Gambas) • Develop users interfaces 
• Add NGSI9/10 interfaces 

• Align security framework with 
other elements 

Table 1: Use cases with connected project components 

 

Figure 13: Joint demonstration kit projects contribution 
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3.5.4 Timeline  

 

Figure 14: Timeline for the demo kit 
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4 Dissemination and promotion 
This chapter presents what we did in operational dissemination. 

4.1 IERC cluster book - SRIA 
One key objective was to present “Research results and look forward vision”. Thanks to Ovidiu 
Vermesan, SINTEF SMART-ACTION partner, a cluster book was published in June 2014. The book 
included a chapter “Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda”. 

The book can be found online at http://www.internet-of-things-research.eu/pdf/IoT-
From%20Research%20and%20Innovation%20to%20Market%20Deployment_IERC_Cluster_eBook_97
8-87-93102-95-8_P.pdf 

 

 

Figure 15: Cover page of IERC Cluster book and first page of SRIA 
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4.2 Newsletters 
Regular IERC news letter (about 3 to 4 a year) were published by an external partner of the project. 
From the end of 2014 and during 2015 this will become the responsibility of SMART-ACTION. 

 

Figure 16: IERC Newsletter, October 2013 

4.3 International promotion 
Promotion beyond EU is reported in D4.2.1 

4.4 IoT forum 
SMART-ACTION , IERC and the IoT forum synchronised their activity. 

EGM is a founder member of the IoT forum and ensured  synchronisation and coordination. This is 
particular important on dissemination and international coordination. 

For instance, Mirko Presser , IoT forum Chairman attended an IoT conference in Taiwan beginning 
September 2014 . He was updated on IERC actions towards Taiwan prior to the meeting, and he 
brought feedback after the meeting. By synchronising with IoT forum we can combine and 
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coordinate our forces towards global IoT promotion and international coordination. Such 
coordination will help lead to a more effective reach-out by SMART-ACTION. 

 

Figure 17: IoTForum landing webpage 

4.5 Attending Events 
SMART-ACTION partners participated to many events to promote IoT results or to collect 
information and feedbacks from the market . 

The list of events where SMART-ACTION participated can be found in Table 2. 
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Events  Partners 
attending 

2013 M@M & Internet of Things Global Summit, 
Washington DC, 1-2 October 2013 

GNKS 

Internet Governance Forum, Dynamic Coalition on Internet 
of Things, Nusa Dua, 24 October 2013 

GNKS 

Cyber-Physical Systems: Uplifting Europe's innovation 
capacity, Brussels, Belgium, 29.-30 October 2013 

UDE 

Talk University Lulea, 6 December 2013 UDE 
IERC meeting , Brussels, 23 January EGM, SINTEF, 

UDE 
IOT Ireland meeting , Dublin 
3 March 2014 

EGM 

FIA Athens+ IERC meeting 
16-20 March 2014 

EGM, SINTEF, 

Paluno workshop, Schloss Westerholt, Germany, 25-26 
March 2014 

UDE 

OneM2M plenary, Berlin 
10 April 2014 

EGM 

Medical Cyber Physical Systems, Berlin, Germany, 13-14 
April 2014 

UDE 

EC Smart M2M Workshop ? Brussels, 
27-28 May 2014  

EGM, SINTEF 

EuroDIG, Dynamic Coalition on Internet of Things, Berlin, 
12 June 2014 

GNKS 

Nano WS , Copenhagen 23 May 2014 EGM 
IoT week, June London EGM, SINTEF, 

UDE, GNKS 
OpenIoT summer school , Galway, Ireland EGM 

Table 2: Events with SMART-ACTION participation 

This of all events where we are exposed is listed on the IERC website (http://www.internet-of-things-
research.eu/events.htm). 

4.6 Organising events 
For the 1st period SMART-ACTION was more attending and consolidating his presence. However 
significant resources were spent to prepare many events that SMART-ACTION is preparing or 
strongly supporting events are : 

Within Europe : 

• IoT Policy workshop 23 January 2014 Brussels 
• IoT 360 Workshop – 28 October 2014 Rome 
• IoT policy Innovation Workshop – 28 November 2014 
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At International level  

• EU-US IoT workshop – 8 October 2014 Cambridge 
• EU-China IoT accelerator events -28-30 October 2014 Shanghai 
• EU-South East Asia – Vietnam 25-28 January 2015 

Information on these events can also be found on the SMART-ACTION website at 
https://www.smart-action.eu/events/ 

 

 

Figure 18: Invitation to the IoT360 workshop, 28 Oct Rome 
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Figure 19: Invitation to the IoT events, Shanghai 28-30 Oct 

4.7 Success stories book(s) 
Internet of Things Success Stories #1 

Although different reports forecast billions of installed devices and billions of dollars of revenue in 
the Internet of Things (IoT) domain for the coming years, many people are not aware of the potential 
of IoT. Moreover, many concerns, for example concerning privacy, security and interoperability, are 
expressed. However, working within the Internet of Things European Research Cluster (IERC), we are 
aware of all exiting possibilities of new businesses and applications developed within our research 
projects and demonstrated by industrial partners in many real pilots such as in smart cities. 

We decide to promote a success stories boo to increase awareness on IoT's positive sides by 
presenting eleven different IoT success stories, covering topics such as: smart cities with waste 
management, publish transport or smart shopping; monitoring of the environment or buildings; 
manufacturing; agriculture; and hospital procedures. 

This book is the first of a series which will be an open space for business market stake-holders such 
as SMEs, but also for researchers to present their success story on how IoT can be used in a 
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particular field to successfully - and often in a cost-effective manner - solve a particular problem 
(e.g., saving energy, improve heath care, reduce costs).  

 

 

Figure 20: Cover page of the IoT Success Stories Book #1 

Download the full book here: https://www.smart-
action.eu/publications/detail/79/6324390b608bfbb8c6aec5db7e7d7478/ 

We are now working on the success stories#2 to be available at IoT360 end October 2014. 
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5 Next steps 
While the 1st period was focusing on developing the material and engaging the market 
stakeholders, the second period will take benefit of all the dissemination actions to bring market 
feedbacks to the important SMART-ACTION deliverables such as the international roadmap. 

So, some actions for the 2nd period are : 

• Use WP2 deliverables to extract key findings to be promoted 
• Organize further promotion and consolidation of the International roadmapping 
• Organize collective promotion of the IERC portfolio ( collective presence in Lyon , 2-3 March 

2015 is envisaged http://www.sido-event.com 
• Help to have a stronger promotion of IERC Portfolio 
• Publish success stories #2 and #3 and may be best of the stories 
• Use liaisons and discussion platforms at International levels to consolidate the roadmap at 

international level. 
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6 Annex: IERC projects contributing to the 
collective demo 

6.1 OpenIOT4 
Description 

OpenIoT is an open source middleware for getting information from sensor clouds, without 
worrying what exact sensors are used. OpenIoT is pertinent to a wide range of interrelated scientific 
and technological areas including: 

• Middleware for sensors and sensor networks, 
• Ontologies, semantic models and annotations for representing internet-connected objects, 

along with semantic open-linked data techniques 
• Cloud/Utility computing, including utility based security and privacy schemes. 

 

Figure 21: OpenIoT architecture (Source: https://github.com/OpenIotOrg/openiot/wiki/OpenIoT-Architecture) 

  

4 http://openiot.eu 
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As listed in the OpenIoT architecture document, OpenIoT is made of 3 distinctive layers: 

1. Utility/Application Plane 

The Request Definition component enables on-the-fly specification of service requests to the 
OpenIoT platform by providing a Web 2.0 interface. It comprises a set of services for specifying 
and formulating such requests, while also submitting them to the Global Scheduler. 

The Request Presentation component selects mashups from an appropriate library in order to 
facilitate a service presentation in a Web 2.0 interface. In order to visualize these services it 
communicates directly with the Service Delivery & Utility Manager so as to retrieve the relevant 
data. 

The Configuration and Monitoring component enables the management and configuration of 
functionalities over the sensors and the (OpenIoT) services that are deployed within the OpenIoT 
platform. Moreover, it enables the user to monitor the health of the different deployed modules. 

2. Virtualized Plane 

The Scheduler processes all the requests for services from the Request Definition and ensures 
their proper access to the resources (e.g., data streams) that they require. This component 
undertakes the following tasks: it discovers the sensors and the associated data streams that 
can contribute to service setup; it manages a service and selects/enables the resources involved 
in service provision. 

The Cloud Data Storage (Linked Stream Middleware Light, LSM-Light) enables the storage of data 
streams stemming from the sensor middleware thereby acting as a cloud database. The cloud 
infrastructure stores also the metadata required for the operation of the OpenIoT platform 
(functional data). The prototype implementation of the OpenIoT platform uses the LSM 
Middleware, which has been re-designed with push-pull data functionalities and cloud interfaces 
for enabling additional cloud-based streaming processing. 

The Service Delivery & Utility Manager performs a dual role. On the one hand, it combines the 
data streams as indicated by service workflows within the OpenIoT system in order to deliver the 
requested service (with the help of the SPARQL query provided by the Scheduler) either to the 
Request presentation or a third-party application. To this end, this component makes use of the 
service description and resources identified and reserved by the Scheduler component. On the 
other hand, this component acts as a service metering facility, which keeps track of utility 
metrics for each individual service. This metering functionality will be accordingly used to drive 
functionalities such as accounting, billing, and utility-driven resource optimization. Such 
functionalities are essential in the scope of a utility (pay-as-you-go) computing paradigm, such as 
the one promoted by OpenIoT. 

3. Physical Plane 

The Sensor Middleware (Extended Global Sensor Network, X-GSN) collects, filters, combines, and 
semantically annotates data streams from virtual sensors or physical devices. It acts as a hub 
between the OpenIoT platform and the physical world. The Sensor Middleware is deployed on 
the basis of one or more distributed instances (nodes), which may belong to different 
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administrative entities. The prototype implementation of the OpenIoT platform uses the GSN 
sensor middleware that has been extended and called X-GSN (Extended GSN). 

Retained parts 

OpenIoT makes a large focus on the semantic offer making use of RDF triplets approach. The 
virtualized plane will thus be the primary part used wiring the joint demonstrator. Integration will at 
least include lsm-light and will consider the scheduler as well as the service delivery & utility 
manager. 

6.2 BUTLER5 
Description 

As detailed within the BUTLER “D3.2 - Integrated System Architecture and Initial Pervasive BUTLER 
proof of concept” report6, the main objective of BUTLER is to support the construction of pervasive 
applications that make use of heterogeneous devices, based on different protocols and standards. 
Said pervasive applications aim to improve daily user activities in different domains taking into 
account contextual information (user needs, preferences and location, status of the physical entities 
the user interacts with and so on). The interworking between the different elements of the BUTLER 
architecture is, at first sight, really simple: users invoke applications that utilize user data, contextual 
information, location information and predicted behaviour to achieve their purposes. As part of said 
purposes, applications also request actuators to execute an action. To enable applications 
implement their functionality, BUTLER takes the raw information generated by users and devices 
and shuffle it to create rich contextual information, to calculate precise location information, or to 
predict user behaviour. Access to devices in order to actuate on them is also provided. 

The BUTLER Architecture structures according to four layers. The Communications Layer deals with 
the communication infrastructure and the means that enable the communication between the 
entities playing the different roles (SmartObject, SmartMobile and SmartServer) defined in BUTLER. 
The Data / Context Management Layer is somehow the cornerstone of BUTLER as it has to cope with 
the task of gathering and processing information from data sources (mainly in SmartObjects) to 
make sense of it and thus computing contextual and precise location information or predict user 
behaviour. The Services Layer is responsible for providing all the necessary means for the 
construction of pervasive BUTLER applications. Finally, the System / Device Management Layer 
provides the means for the management and monitoring of SmartObjects and of all the functional 
components the rest of layers are made of. 

IoT-A has had a major influence on the BUTLER Information Model. One of the main findings of the 
IoT-A Domain Model is the explicit differentiation between the actual resources a device provides 
and the virtual entities that represent entities from the real world. Such a separation has been 
inherited by BUTLER, as it provides a clear and straightforward approach to the management of 
context. It seems obvious that contextual information is tied to an “entity” and therefore, as the IoT-
A Domain Model introduces clearly such an abstraction, BUTLER has decided to follow it. However, 
the IoT-A Domain Model does not introduce an explicit context abstraction. Therefore, BUTLER 

5 http://www.iot-butler.eu/ 
6 http://www.iot-butler.eu/wp-content/plugins/download-monitor/download.php?id=25 
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considered FI-WARE, as it does provide such an abstraction (inherited from OMA Next Generation 
Services Interface). That way, we have associated context to virtual entities and provided a set of 
functional components that enable a general-purpose context management functionality hosted by 
a SmartServer. 

Retained part 

The joint demonstration will mostly focus on the integration of the BUTLER gateway due to its 
intended modular approach on both north and south bounds as well as its choice of recognized 
baseline (OSGi) and volunteer to pursue its exploitation under an open-model. 

In addition the mobile UI framework could be used. 

 

Figure 22: BUTLER gateway APIs and functional components (Source: BUTLER) 

6.3 iCore7 
Description 

7 http://www.iot-icore.eu/ 
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The purpose of the iCore project is to provide the definition and components that enable the 
deployment of cognitive techniques to provide a self-adapting and self-managing IoT service 
platform. It builds upon 3 levels: 

The first level includes Virtual Objects (VOs), which are virtual representations of devices or digital 
objects (e.g. sensors, actuators, smartphones, music players, etc) associated to everyday objects or 
people (e.g. a table, a room, an elderly, etc) that hide the underlying technological heterogeneity. 
The second level comprises Composite Virtual Objects (CVOs) that can be considered as mash-ups of 
semantically interoperable VOs, delivering services in accordance with the user/stakeholder 
requirements. Users / Stakeholders functional blocks (third level) convey the respective 
requirements and are capable of detecting users/stakeholders behaviour, inferring intentions and 
eventually acting on behalf of users/stakeholders. 

Retained part 

iCore does not intend to release any open components as part of its exploitation plan and thus 
cannot be retained within the joint demonstration kit. Nevertheless, contributions from a spin-off 
company generated under the umbrella of iCore (Wind ICT) and willing to contribute with a cognitive 
engine will be considered in a 2nd phase of the demonstrator.  

6.4 GAMBAS8 
Description 

GAMBAS intends to provide a middleware, i.e., a set of application-independent services that 
facilitate application development. It builds upon 4 major requirements: 

Models and infrastructures to support the interoperable representation and scalable processing of 
context. 

• Frameworks and methods to support the generic yet resource-efficient multi-modal 
recognition of context. 

• Protocols and tools to derive, generalize, and enforce user-specific privacy-policies. 
• Techniques and concepts to optimize the interaction with behaviour-driven services. 

A key differentiator of GAMBAS is the supply of a data acquisition framework allowing behaviour-
driven services that adapt autonomously to the user while preserving the users’ defined privacy 
policy. This is achieved through local management of privacy rules and local storage of users’ 
sensitive data. 

8 http://www.gambas-ict.eu/ 
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Figure 23: GAMBAS personal data acquisition framework 

Retained part 

The collaborative data acquisition mobile framework will be retained as baseline for the mobile 
application part to showcase privacy management techniques. 

6.5 Other (non IERC) projects 

6.5.1 EAR-IT 
Ear-IT is a project from the FIRE (Future Internet Research and Experimentation) initiative focused on 
the use of acoustic sensing in both in-door and out-door scenarios. It delivers 3 technological 
building blocks: 

• Acoustic processing unit, realizing acoustic events detection 
• Acoustic flow mapping, making use of energy measurement to get an approximation of the 

number of persons of objects (such as cars). 
• Audio stream processing, adding audio streaming capabilities to 802.15.4 constrained 

networks.  

Ear-it provides an interesting dimension as it allows to include the management of multimedia 
channels  

6.5.2 COMPOSE9 & ServIoTicy10 
COMPOSE proposes a mobile device framework allow the connection of mobile devices (preferably 
Android based) to the ServIoTicy platform. Data management and sharing is done through the 
glue.things11 data marketplace. The ServIoTicy platform interoperability with the openIoT one would 
deserve investigation as well. The mobile device framework itself is redundant with the GAMBAS one 
but the developer’s toolkit would deserve some investigations. 

9 http://www.compose-project.eu 
10 http://www.servioticy.com/ 
11 http://www.gluethings.com/ 
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6.5.3 FIWARE12 
FIWARE proposes a wide set of generic enablers now going to all be proposed a s open-source. Due 
to the high visibility of the FIWARE initiative, demonstrating interactions will provide added value to 
the demonstration. The Orion Context broker is one of the most advanced and central generic 
enabler within FIWARE. 

 

12 http://www.fi-ware.org/ 
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